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Special Education Laws

Federal- Individual with
Disabilities Education
Improvement Act (IDEA)
The Regulations of Your State
Ohio
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Universal
Support
Materials

• Evaluation Team Report (ETR)
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MTSS, Child Find

Agenda and
Topics

Interventions

Conducting the Evaluation
ETR Team Meeting
Disproportionality
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MTSS
Tier 1: Universal supports and instruction provided to all
Tier 2: More targeted interventions provided to students who need themprovided with Tier 1
Tier 3: Intensive support required beyond the instruction, interventions, or
supports provided through Tier 1 and Tier 2
Tiers Represent Instruction & Supports- Not categories of students
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MTSS Non-negotiables
• All students are included in MTSS
• MTSS is applicable to all domains of learning
• MTSS focuses on tier 1 general education/core
instruction all students with additional targeted and
intensive (Tier 2, Tier 3) supports provided as
needed
• Intervention augments but never replaces core
instruction
• MTSS is a student support system that sits inside the
OIP
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Affirmative Duty (Obligation)
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Review Relevant Information
• Grades
• Assessment scores
• Attendance records
• Medical information
• Discipline records
• Teacher interview
• Parent input
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Decide Whether to Evaluate
Basis of Decision: Suspecting a Disability
• Relevant documents and data
• Not because the IAT is reviewing the student
• Not because the student is receiving interventions
• Not based on adult convenience
Not sure if you suspect a disability?
• Collect more data
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Send Prior Written Notice
• An explanation of why the district chose to evaluate or not
evaluate
• A list of documents, data, and other information that was
considered in making the decision
• Any other factors relevant to the decision
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Suspecting a Disability

Evaluation Roadmap for Parents
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Suspecting a Disability
Child Find Duty applies to
children who are suspected
of having a disability.

Child Find Duty is triggered
when the school district has
reason to suspect a disability
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Speech or Language Impairment (SLI)
3301-51-01(B)(10)(d)(xi)
“Speech or language impairment” means a communication
disorder, such as stuttering, impaired articulation, a
language impairment, or a voice impairment, that adversely
affects a child’s educational performance.
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Do We Suspect a Disability?

A school district may not use interventions to delay
unnecessarily a child’s being evaluated to determine
eligibility for special education services.

Ohio Administrative Code 3301-51-06(A)(3) Evaluations
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We Don’t
Suspect a
Disability
But…

Ohio law requires schools to
provide interventions to resolve
concerns for any child who is
performing below grade level
standards, including behavior.
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Interventions
• School districts shall use data from interventions
to determine eligibility for special education
• If interventions have not been implemented prior
to evaluation, interventions shall be implemented
during the same 60-day time frame during which
the evaluation is being conducted
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Interventions – 5 Elements
1) Describe the evidence-based intervention(s)
provided
2) Define the duration – how long in weeks,
months, etc.
3) Define the intensity – how often, for how
many minutes each time
4) Report the outcome(s) compared to the
baseline data (what progress was made?)
5) Explain the decision made as a result of the
intervention(s)
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Intervention
Example:
Speechlanguage

The child’s average length of sentences is
determined taking a language sample
(Baseline) e.g. three words
Four 4 weeks, two 15‐minute sessions per
week, the child uses pictures to make
sentences; the professional prompts to
expand sentences

The post language sample shows an increase
in average sentence length to four words
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The SLP’s Role in
Interventions
Consultation with teachers and parents
Designing interventions
Data analysis
Professional Development
Fostering engagement and collaboration
between general and special education
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ETR Planning
Parental Consent
•
•
•
•
•

ETR Planning is required.
Informed Parental Consent
ETR Planning Form
Dated before Parental Consent PR-05
Follow with Prior Written Notice
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Consent- Legally Speaking
• The parent has been fully informed of all information
relevant to the activity for which consent is sought, in the
parent’s native language or other mode of communication.
• The parent understands and agrees in writing to the
carrying out of the activity
Ohio Administrative Code 3301-51-01(B)(12)
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Obtaining Written Consent after Planning
Reasonable Efforts:
–Request in-person meeting at school
–Mail the PR-05 form home with an addressed envelope
to return
–Home visit (check district policy)
–Offer to meet parent at library, place of work, etc.
–Electronic signature (check District policy)
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Parent Refuses or
Fails to Respond
The school district may, but is
not required to, use the
procedural safeguards
including mediation and due
process.
Document attempts to
obtain consent!
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“Speech Only”
ETR Myths
Speech-language is not really a disability
like other disabilities. It's just speech.
No need for a comprehensive evaluation.
The SLP can handle this alone.
Academic information is not needed.
Vision screening, observations, classroom
data are not needed.
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Conducting
the
Evaluation
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In the Old
Days
We said:
Two standard deviations
below the mean on a
norm-referenced test
and the student qualifies
for speech.
30
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But Today…The Evaluation Must Be
Comprehensive

The evaluation must be sufficiently
comprehensive to identify all of the
child’s special education and related
services needs, whether or not
commonly linked to the disability
category in which the child has been
classified.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Areas of
AssessmentSuspected
Disability
SpeechLanguage

Information provided by Parent
General intelligence
Academic Skills
Classroom-Based Evaluations
Progress in the General Curriculum
Data from Interventions
Communicative Status
Vison
Hearing
Social-Emotional Status
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Areas of
Assessment:
Suspected
Disability
SpeechLanguage
Continued

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Physical Exam/General Health
Gross Motor- As Needed
Fine Motor- As Needed
Vocational/Transition- 14+ expected
Background History
Observations
Behavior Assessments-As Needed
Adaptive Behavior- As Needed
Braille or Audiological Needs- As Needed
Assistive Technology Needs- As Needed
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Clinical Diagnosis vs. Educational Identification

Prescriptions, diagnoses,
or reports from
professionals must be
considered by the team
But are not sufficient to
determine eligibility or
needs for a related service
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Educational
Identification
vs. Clinical
Diagnosis
Myths & Misconceptions
in the Educational
Identification of Autism
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Timelines

30 calendar days from a parent
request for evaluation (Ohio)

60 calendar days for initial
evaluations

Every three years for
reevaluations
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• Actual observations
required for ALL INITIAL
EVALUATIONS
• Must be dated within one
year
• Timed

Observations

• Learning environmentwhere the effects of the
suspected disability may
occur
• No anecdotal teacher’s
summary
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Individual Evaluator’s AssessmentPart 1
Avoid jargon and
acronyms; be clear

Summary of
Assessment
Results

Description of
Educational Needs

Implications for
Instruction and
Progress
Monitoring

Do not make
conclusions about
eligibility for
services

Be sure to sign and
date
38
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Description of Educational Needs- Part 1

• Based on assessment results
• Include relative strengths and weaknesses
• Areas of need
• Baseline data
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Implications for Instruction- Part 1
• Describe implications for instruction and progress monitoring
based on assessment results
• Suggest instructional strategies
• Propose progress monitoring
• What will help the child access and make progress in the
general education curriculum?
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Part 2- Team Summary Educational
Needs
Relevant strengths and weaknesses from all Part 1s
Include current skills and functional levels
Explain difficulties in accessing or making progress in the general education curriculum
Provide direction for access to the general education curriculum
Consider the results of interventions
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Part 2- Implications for Instruction
Summary of proposed supports and services
Describe instruction or services individualized to student’s needs
Suggestion for progress monitoring and data collection
Do not predetermine services
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The ETR Team
Meeting
• Review standardized test results
prior to the meeting
• Title and role of team members,
including parents
• Focus on how the disability
impacts educational
performance
• Preview what exiting will look
like
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Do Not Set a Rigid Time Limit for the
Meeting
NOT THIS:
“We have one hour to
get this ETR done.”

BUT THIS:
“We have scheduled one
hour for this meeting.
Timekeeper, let us know
when 50 minutes have
passed. Then we can
decide if we can finish or if
we need to allow for more
time.”
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Who Determines Eligibility?

Initial evaluation‐

Reevaluation‐

A group of qualified
professionals and the
parents

The IEP Team
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Guidance on Group of Qualified
Professionals

• Child’s teacher
• Professional qualified to conduct individual
assessments
• District Rep-Qualified to provide or supervise SDI
-Knowledgeable about the general ed
curriculum
-Knowledgeable about district resources
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PARENT PARTICIPATION

• Silence does not
mean agreement!
• Use active listening
• Avoid any
appearance of
predetermination
• Evaluation Roadmap
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The determining factor is not due to lack of
instruction in reading or math or limited
English proficiency

Eligibility
Identification

The child has a disability under one of IDEA’s
13 categories of disability and the disability
has an adverse impact on the student’s
educational performance
The child needs specially designed instruction
(special education)
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CONSENSUS
• A general agreement
• Not a "vote"
• Can you live with,
support and
implement this
decision?
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Adverse Effect
on Educational
Performance

Ohio and Federal law require
documentation of the impact of
the disability on the student’s
educational performance.
How does the disability affect
the progress and involvement of
the student in the general
curriculum?
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Adverse
Effect
The ETR must indicate the
existing and predicted
impact of any speechlanguage impairment on the
student’s ability to access
and progress in the general
education curriculum.
51
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Determining Adverse Effect
School‐based data
Contextualized tests
Systematic observations
Teacher/Parent/Student interviews and checklists
Functional Communication Assessments
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Needs Specially Designed Instruction

Eligibility is based on a disability that results in the
student’s need for special education services, not
the possible benefit from speech-language services.
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Guiding
Questions for Determining Eligibility
• What can the student do without supportive prompts and what can the
student do with appropriate support and scaffolding?
• What strategies are in place to assist the student?
• What is the student’s ability to learn to and to effectively to access
curriculum content at grade level in an educational environment?
• What skills does the student need to be successful in the learning
environment?
• How does the student’s disability adversely affect the student’s
educational performance?
54
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Preschool Assessment-Developmental
Areas
Adaptive behavior
Cognition
Communication
Hearing
Sensory‐Motor Functioning
Social/emotional functioning and
Behavioral functioning
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Preschool
Initial
Evaluation
Team

Parent

At Least Two district
representatives
Additional Members for
determining Specific Learning
Disability (SLD)
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Preschool Eligibility
Multiple
Sources of
Information

Data from early intervention services
Observations in more than one setting
and in multiple activities
Information from parents or caregivers
Results of at least one criterion‐
referenced assessment
Results of at least one norm‐referenced
assessment
57
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Signatures
• Name, Title, Signature, Date: “Agree” or “Disagree”
• Witten statement required if you “disagree”
• The Eligibility Determination is a consensus, not a “vote”
• The Parent is not signing consent: the Parent is signing
participation and agreement or disagreement with the ETR
• The Parent must disagree to request an IEE
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Following the ETR Team Meeting

Receive

Parents must receive a copy of the final ETR prior to the IEP Team Meeting and, in no
case, later than 14 days

Offer

If the ETR Team has determined that the child is eligible for special education, the district
must offer an IEP within 30 days from the date of the ETR eligibility determination.

Give

Parents must give consent for initial special education and related services.
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Students are
placed on a
different
educational
track than
their peers

Identification
has
Consequences

Students may
be at risk for
lower academic
outcomes

Students are
more likely to
have limited
career
outcomes

o Lowered educational
expectations
o Limited access to educational
programs

o Limited access to post-secondary
education and training
opportunities

o Limited access to military and
restricted career opportunities
o Decreased overall lifetime
earning potential
60
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What is Significant Disproportionality?
When children from any racial or ethnic group
are identified for special education, placed in
more restrictive settings, or disciplined at a markedly
higher rate than their peers
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Racial and Ethnic Disparities in Ohio
Identify Black students with intellectual disabilities

Educators
in Ohio
are more
than

2 times as likely to

Place Black students in more restrictive settings
Remove Black students for discipline

Identify Black students with an emotional disturbance
3 times as likely to
Expel Black students

Black students make up 16% of enrollment,
but 44% of out-of-school suspensions
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Risk Ratio Threshold
The level above which disproportionality is
considered significant
Determined by each state, with input from
stakeholders
Ohio’s risk ratio threshold:

>2.50 for three consecutive years
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Same question as previous.
Author, 9/12/2021
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How Does Disproportionality
Look in a School District?
• 2.5 risk ratio for white students
eligible under Speechlanguage Impairment (SLI).
• White students are 2.5 times
more likely to be identified as
SLI
64
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Alternate Risk Ratios
Alternate risk ratios apply to districts that do not enroll
enough students of other races to form a comparison group
Regular Risk Ratio

Alternate Risk Ratio

What is the risk that educators will
identify Black students with
disabilities in this district compared
to the risk that educators will identify
non-Black students with disabilities
in this district?

What is the risk that educators will
identify Black students with
disabilities in this district compared
to the risk that educators will identify
non-Black students with disabilities
in the state?
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Record Review Form
SLI
1
2
3
4
5

ETR Requirements
Yes No NA Notes
Initial Evaluation Only: Record shows intervention
data implemented prior to referral or during the
☐
☐ ☐
evaluation process
Written parental consent was given
☐
☐
Parent was involved in planning team
☐
☐
Eligibility determined by qualified team
☐
☐
The student has a communication disorder, such as
stuttering, impaired articulation, a language
☐
☐
impairment, or a voice impairment, that adversely
affects educational performance.
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You might get a question from the audience that asks
why weren't they included?
Author, 9/12/2021
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Child Find
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Areas of Noncompliance: SLI

A10
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Individual Corrections: Outcomes for SLI

A11
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Example: Lack
of
Understanding
ETR states:
“There is no adverse impact
on this student's
educational performance
due to his speech-language
skills."
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Adverse Affect to
Educational Performance
In some instances, we found that classroom teachers were excluded
from the evaluation process.
The following examples show a disconnection from the evaluation
process, in that no data were provided to explain the student’s need for
an Individualized Education Program.
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Adverse Affect to Educational
Performance: Examples
“[Student] is extremely bright. There are no academic concerns.” (PR-04)

“Student is above benchmark” and “[Student] is on track when compared
to her peers… attentive and eager to learn… is always offering support to
others that may be having difficulty.” (teacher eval part 1)
“In comparison to his peers, he performs right along with

them and Text
sometimes
ahead ofText
his peers.” (teacher eval
Sample
Sample
part 1)
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Continued Examples
“[Student] is a strong student. He is a good listener and works hard.
He works neatly and takes his time. His classroom performance is not
impacted by his speech. [Student] currently has a B+ in English and
math and an A in reading. In the fall of the 2019-2020 school year he
received a score of 719 Ohio’s State’s (sic) Test in English Language
Arts with a score of 700 being proficient. He is identified gifted in the
area in the area of Mathematics.” (Summary of Assessment)
“His only weakness is that sometimes he is incredibly hard on himself
when it comes to grades’. (Description of Educational Needs)
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Continued Examples

“[Student] is on track when compared to her peers. She is reading on
level for a kindergartener at this point in the school year. [Student] is very
attentive and eager to learn new things. She works very hard and
catches on quickly. She is very helpful in the classroom and is aware of
her classmate’s needs. She is always offering support to others that may
be having difficulty.” (teacher eval part 1)
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Example: No Data

ETR states:
“The student’s deficit with
expressive language has an
adverse impact on his educational
performance.”
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Correct Example
“The student's deficit with expressive language has an
adverse impact on his educational performance in oral and
written classroom work. The student is unable to participate
effectively in classroom discussions or respond orally to
questions. The student has difficulty with written language
because he cannot formulate coherent sentences."
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Example: No Intervention Data
• Evidence-based interventions must be used
• How often were interventions applied, how many minutes
per session?
• Progress on the interventions must be documented
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Intervention Example
• The child’s average length of sentences is determined
taking a language sample (Baseline) e.g. three words
• Four 4 weeks, two 15-minute sessions per week, the child
uses pictures to make sentences; the professional
prompts to expand sentences
• The post language sample shows an increase in average
sentence length to four words
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Case File “Casey”-Reevaluation Data
• Third grader- 9 years old; identified SLI
• Articulation test- s, z errors (frontal lisp)
• Report Card: “A”s and “B”s; “Great attitude, engaged”
• Age-appropriate expressive/receptive language, social
communication skills, and fluency
• Received speech-language therapy since first grade
• Fast rate of speech, articulation errors cause her speech
to be unintelligible sometimes to unfamiliar listeners
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Case File “Casey”- Reevaluation Data
• Struggles with fine motor skills
• Fine Manual Control Score- 12th percentile
• Manual dexterity below average
• Demonstrates weakness in upper extremities and overall
core weakness
• Difficulty and fatigue with written work
• Difficulty with line placement in written work (writes 42 %
of letters on the line)
80
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Adverse Effect for Casey
“Good articulation skills are required for verbal expression
in all curricular areas. Speech sound errors can interfere
with the ability to read with sufficient accuracy and fluency
to support comprehension. Multiple articulation errors can
impact spelling and reading skills. Noticeable differences in
speech production can have a negative impact on selfconfidence, peer relationships, and vocations/career
opportunities.”
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Identification Questions
• Why was Casey identified as SLI?
• What was the adverse effect caused by a speechlanguage disability?
• What are Casey’s educational needs?
• What are the implications for instruction for Casey
• What other disability category might the team consider?
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Preschool Contact Information
preschoolspecialeducation@education.ohio.gov
Preschool Special Education Resources
Preschool Universal Supports
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Contact Information
Bernadette.Laughlin@education.ohio.gov
@BernadetteL11
ctimmerman@sst6.org
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@OHEducation
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Share your learning
community with us!
#MyOhioClassroom
Celebrate educators!
#OhioLovesTeachers
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